### English
- Write essays: i. A visit to the zoo  
  ii. How did you spend your summer vacations?
- Make sentences:
  1. Childhood
  2. Gentleness
  3. Conventional
  4. Colt
  5. Stag
  6. Circumstances
  7. Squall
  8. Disgruntled
  9. Remember
  10. Funny
  11. Crescent
  12. Loch
  13. Blind
  14. Mind
  15. Steel
- Make charts, showing the formation of four kinds of present tense.
- Write a report on the weather in your area: has the weather changed? Does it seem warmer these days?
- Write the main idea of the poem "NO" in few lines.
- Ch # 1, 2, 3, 4 Geography 10 MCQs and 10 short questions
- Ch # 1-2 History

### Maths
1. Do complete review exercises of ch # 1, 2, 8, 9
- Ch # 1, 2
  Exercises of both chapters with MCQs, fill in the blanks, column matching, short questions, differences and long questions.

### Science
All diagrams + extend your thinking of all chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

### Urdu

### Islamiyat

---

*Note: The annotations at the bottom are likely a signature or a final note.*